
SPECIAL PAMPHLET

HARVESTING AND THRESHING THE SEED CROP OF
BROME GRASS AND CRESTED WHEAT GRASS

IN THE PRAIRIE PROVINCES
The seed quality and seed yield of brome and crested wheat grass depend

to a large degree, upon the methods and time of harvesting and threshing.
Certain characteristics of these grasses, such as the greenness of the foliage
when the seed is mature, the readiness with which the ripe seed shatters and the
weight of the seed, give rise to problems which are not encountered to the same
extent in grain crops. If, however, these characteristics are taken into account
and the harvesting and threshing processes are regulated and adjusted in accord-
ance with them, many of the possible difficulties may be avoided.

TIME OF IIARvESTING

The leaves and lower stem of these grasses generally remain quite green,
even when the seed is fully ripe. Consequently the appearance of these pais
of the plant is of no value in determining the time to harvest the seed crop.

The seed of crested wheat grass drops readily as it approaches maturity.
Brome grass holds its seed better, but when fully ripe it will also shatter quite
readily. In both crops a high percentage of the seed may be lost by shattering,
if harvesting is unduly delayed. However, it may be advisable to suffer a slight
loss of seed, rather than harvest when the seeds are too immature.

Soil and moisture differences in a field usually result in considerable varia-
tion in the date of ripening. Harvesting should be done when the majority of
the plants have reached the proper stage, from the latter part of July to mid-
August.

Brome Grass.-When immature the heads and seeds are green but as the
crop approaches maturity they develop a purplish colour. When completely
ripe the seed colour changes to a dull brown. These changes are subject tovariation and it is necessary to carefully examine the seed to properly judge
maturity.

The firmness or stiffness of the seed is probably the most accurate measure
of stage of maturity. This character may be easily tested by holding them,
one at a time, end-wise between the thumb and forefinger and gradually applying
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pressure. Immature seeds are soft, and crush or buckle with the slightest
pressure, while the eompletely ripe seeds are hard and brittle and will break if
sufficient pressure is applied. Seeds at the proper stage for harvesting are
fairly firm and will bend but not crush or break under reasonable pressure. It
is necessary to examine a number of seeds to determine the average stage.

Ease of shattering may also be used as an indication of stage of maturity.
This may be determined by striking heads against the palm of the hand. Some
secd will shatter when the crop is at the proper stage for cutting. If the crop
has already begun to shatter its seeds, it should be cut at once.

Crested Wheat Grass.-Harvesting should be done as soon as the crop is
mature, otherwise losses from shattering will be heavy.

During ripening the heads and upper part of the stems of crested wheat
gradually turn a straw colour. The proper stage for harvesting is reached when
the heads are straw coloured, but still show a slightly greenish tinge. The seeds
are then in the late dough stage and are plump and firm, but not hard. When
pressed end-wise the seeds will buckle rather than break.

The case of shattering is another indication of maturity. This may betested by striking heads against the palm of the hand. If the seeds are easily
knocked out, the crop is ready or nearly ready for harvest. Where harvesting
can be donc promptly and quickly, the crop may be permitted to stand until the
seed just starts to shatter of its own accord.

METHoD oF HARsTING
Harvesting With the Grain Binder.-The grain binder is generally used

for harvesting brome and crested wheat grass. Because of certain characteristies
of these grasses, some adjustments of the binder may be necessary.

Both of these species are normally green and leafy when the seeds are
mature, consequently they cure more readily when the sheaves are not too large.
The binder should, therefore, be set to make comparatively small sheaves which
are tied fairly loosely; however, if too lose, they will be difficult to handle..

Crested wheat grass is rather hard to eut. In order to make a good job, it
is advisable to use a sharp knife and to have the ledger plates in good condition.

If the crop is slightly over-ripe, the action of the reel and the packers will
result in shattering. A trough suspended directly below the junction of the table
and lower elevator canvases will catch the seed shattering on the platform.
Troughs to catch the seed may also he arranged at the lower edge of the knotter
table and under the bundle carrier, if necessary.

Shattering losses are heaviest during hot, dry weather. If the crop becomes
over-ripe, the losses may be reduced by harvesting early in the morning when
the crop is slightly tough and the temperature lower.

Crested wheat grass for seed production is generally grown in rows 30 to
42 inches apart, and as it approaches maturity there is a tendency for it to
lodge between the rows. In order to pick up the crop, it is advisable to equip
the binder with long extension guards of the type which is sometimes used for
picking up wheat which has lodged. These extension guards should be arranged
so that there will be one on each side of each row being cut. With the attach-
ments propely adjusted, nearly all the heada may be picked up. Brome grass
usually does not present this difficulty.



Harvesting With the Combine.-,Crested wheat grass is not well adapted
to harvesting with a combine because the necessary delay in harvesting will
result in much shattering.

The combine is fairly extensively used to harvest brome grass. If the
crop is well matured before cutting, this machine gives quite satisfactory results,
but otherwise seed of poor germination may be obtained. The delay in harvest-
ing, which is necessary, may result in some loss of seed.

The adjustments on the combine are similar to those on the separator.
CURING THE SHEAVES

Because of their leafiness and greenness, it is desirable-to stook the sheaves
in such a manner that they will secure the maximum exposure to the sun and
to air movements. The long narrow stook arranged with the greatest length in
a north-south direction provides the ideal condition for curing.

It is advisable to stook immediately after cutting, in order to reduce
shattering losses. This is especially important in crested wheat grass.

The time required for curing varies with weather conditions. In bright,
hot, dry weather the sheaves of both grasses will cure completely in about ten
days. However, when the crop is completely cured the brittle leaves and stems
are finely broken up during threshing, which makes a good separation of seed
from straw impossible. This results in lost seed and later difficulty in cleaning.
Brome grass is particularly troublesome in this regard. Therefore it is advisable
to allow the material to cure only until the seed is hard and dry but the leaves
and stems are still slightly tough. With good drying weather, crested wheat
grass bas been threshed two days after cutting with very good results.
Threshing during humid weather accomplishes the same results. Stacking brome
grass and allowing it to sweat is advocated by some growers.

THREsHING

The ordinary grain separator threshes crested wheat grass and brome grass
satisfactorily. Breaking the stems and leaves up finely gives rise to the most
common difficulties, but these may be greatly reduced by proper feeding of the
sheaves and adjustiment of the thresher.

Hauling the Sheaves.-In crested wheat grass, in particular, the seed drops
off easily when well cured. To avoid substantial losses the floors of the racks
should be tight or covered with canvas. A canvas under the feeder will aid in
collecting the seed which fall there.

Setting the Machine.--Generally the machine should be set level. If,
however, the material is not carried off the straw decks and chaffer readily, a
better separation may be obtained if the rear of the machine is lowered slightly.
The adjustable sieve should, however, always be level or nearly so.

Con-cave Adjustment.-The concave adjustment should be such as to
remove the seed with the least possible breakage of stems and leaves. Small
pieces of straw tend to form a mat over the surface of the straw racks and
chaffer and make a good separation difficult.

If the brome or crested wheat is sufficiently cured, eomplete threshing can
usually be done without using any concave teeth. This is especially true of
erested wheat grass. Grates should be used in place of the concaves, as thev



permit of an early separation of the seed frein the straw. Some thresherm: n
prefer to use one blank concave in front with grates behind. The straw should
he examined a ioon as thresiig ias commenced, and if the seed is not bei a
coinpletely re eovel one row of concave teeth sheuld he inserted. Fui iler
txamination of the straw and seed shouhl enable the operator to determine the
proper ýetting of the concave. The seed should be comuple tely remved w itut
brea king up the stemn and leave1 t fiuelv.

The hull ou hie sted of bnine are fairly a ily rtmoved in thre(1sin
The naked! secd are a d ip purplil coleur awl teie r p rmination Ns lkA t o
be poor. The piesene (f much naked se ed indicates that tii ehing s te el
aud th uS th e ceveax eeth sheubl Le le r if nc esary. remoeL

thaffer Adjustnt.-The a jstable ehaffer sheuld hepr n i w d,- as
possible wihut kttn thr· «traw pas threurh with the sed. ;ew rlv tht
sieve shoulu he about twe-thirds clsed.

Aine screen with a S'" x eiening placel unider the :îljustable itve
is of great as:tance in threhing ertn wheat gr. 1nrn «M i lktt
which would otherie ue thiro 'uhi wh the i ar r crri into th' rt ur
elevator. With uch a seren the aijustable nieve miay he ht abeut half opcn.

Wind Adjustnent.-The wind blast should Le as stroni as pesible w ith-
out blow ing the seed over. The shutters ou the top or frein ttions of flie air
inlets Ihould be comnpletelv closed and the lower or back ,butters manipulated
until the blast is just sufficient to raise the cliaff from the chaffer, but not strong
enough to carry the light seed over. The wecd seed opening should always be

Feeding the Separator.-In order to give the chaffer and decks the
greatest opportunity for separating the seed frein the straw, the layer of inaterial
pasing over them should be kept th n and leoeo. The sh aves sheuli li fed
slowlv but steadilv with the hieads firit andi lying strai tut in the fet er.

SToRING THE SEED

Seed tlresiedl froin a crop eut in the proper stage and properly cured can
be stored in practically any mianner, but if the thresie1 secd is damp or tougi
it will probably Leat in storage. leating is most likely te oceur in brome grass
seed which las been combined. After the seeI i plactd in storage it isuadvisable
te t ainue it every day or so for a short period. If heating is observed the seed
should be spread out thinly, exposed to an air current and sunlight, if possible,
an turned over frequîentlV.

The straw from tlese grasses normally contains quite a high percentage
of haf wlich is still green wien the crop is harvested for seed. C inical
analys las shown these straws to be quite high in feeding value. Geierillv
farmi s who have fed them extensively in rent vears have found this to be
truc. ail have lso fouinfl the feed qîute palatable, though net equal in feeding
value to hay cut at tht proper stage.

W J. .WHrrE AND W. H. HORNER, Dominion Forae Crops Laboratory,
Saskatoon. Sask.
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